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General - We are in a sweet spot for the global economy with a combination of better than expected

growth but weaker than expected inflation. Interest rates are set to remain low and monetary policy

accommodative. We are though beginning a long and shallow tightening cycle and it will be a challenge for

the Central Banks to manage this process. The outlook for the UK is less cheery with lower growth and

higher inflation as the Brexit cloud continues to hover. Geopolitical concerns remain with nationalism on the

march again in Europe. Equity markets were strong in 2017 with improving fundamentals winning out over

expensive valuations. The key supports for risk assets remain intact; accelerating economic growth and

corporate earnings but muted inflation. However, a lot of this good news is already discounted in share

prices, especially after the strong returns at the end of the year. Government Bonds are moving sideways;

deflation fears have eased but we are not entering a sustained cycle of robust economic growth. The

significant tightening in spreads over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade

and High Yield credit. Commercial Property remains resilient but is a yield rather than a capital growth story

at this mature stage of the cycle. Valuations across all asset classes remain high which is likely to suppress

portfolio returns in the coming years. The euro was the strongest major global currency last year and the US

dollar the weakest. Sterling appears to have bottomed. Gold is marking time around US$1300/oz. whilst Oil

has rebounded to a two year high of US$66/bl. Page 3.

United Kingdom - The UK equity market is deeply out of favour with Brexit creating political instability and

economic uncertainty. Sticky inflation and downgrades to economic growth are further headwinds. However,

these negatives are discounted to an extent by a valuation that is not expensive by global standards offering

upside potential should news flow improve. Page 7.

United States - The economic outlook remains set fair and corporate earnings growth is in double figures.

Nevertheless, the valuation continues to look stretched so companies need to deliver on earnings forecast

whilst the market will keep a wary eye on the pace of Fed tightening. Page 8.

Europe - Europe remains the great recovery story. The economic news gets ever better, political clouds

have cleared to an extent and the ECB remains supportive. Earnings growth should be strong whilst

valuations are not yet overly stretched. Page 9.

Emerging Markets, Asia and Japan - The EM and Asian equity markets continue to produce strong

returns propelled by improving global growth and double digit earnings forecasts. Japan is seeing an

unexpectedly firm economic and earnings bounce. These markets remain best suited to higher risk/reward

investors with a long term time horizon and acceptance of a high level of volatility. Page 10.  

Fixed Interest - We expect Government Bond yields to continue trading in a tight range in 2018, though

the long term direction of travel is upwards as global economic momentum improves and Central Banks take

small and tentative steps away from their super-loose monetary policies. The significant tightening in spreads

over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High Yield credit. Page 11.

Commercial Property - Returns exceeded expectations last year but the commercial property cycle has

become increasingly mature and returns will likely be lower going forward, driven almost entirely by rental

income rather than capital growth. The asset class continues to be resilient and we expect annualised total

returns of around 5% for the next few years. Page 12.

Commodities - The oil price strode through the US$60/bl level but we still see this as top of the range.

Gold looks set to mark time around current levels whilst mining shares need continuing evidence of robust

economic growth to make further significant gains. Page 12. 

Currencies - Stronger growth and improving politics have boosted the euro whilst muted US inflationary

expectations, a dovish Fed and distrust of Trump have had the opposite effect on the greenback. Sterling

rallied in the second half of the year and appears to have bottomed against the major currencies. Page 13.

Overview



Ring out the old…
From a personal stance I’m rather pleased to see the back

of 2017. My youngest went off to University so I’m now an

empty nester, rattling around at home without a couple of

daughters to love and to laugh with, to support, encourage

and sometimes cajole, to keep me up to date on music and

social media.…and to show me how my new phone works

and mend the printer for that matter. The cartilage in my left

knee has finally gone AWOL so I won’t be running that 3hr

marathon after all, the Ashes went up in smoke and Fireman

Sam was a necessary evil at Everton. Thank goodness for

Peaky Blinders is all I can say. The opposite has been the

case for financial markets which were euphoric rather than

melancholic I’m pleased to say; global growth exceeded

expectations except in Brexit benighted blighty and

corporate earnings came up trumps everywhere for once.

Equity markets rejoiced with double digit returns though

Fixed Income securities rather marked time, accelerating

growth not being so welcome in Bondland. 

General Market Review
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Summary:

• We are in a sweet spot for the global economy with a combination of better than expected growth but weaker than
expected inflation.

• Interest rates are set to remain low and monetary policy accommodative. We are though beginning a long and shallow
tightening cycle and it will be a challenge for the Central Banks to manage this process.

• The outlook for the UK is less cheery with lower growth and higher inflation as the Brexit cloud continues to hover. 

• Geopolitical concerns remain with nationalism on the march again in Europe.

• Equity markets were strong in 2017 with improving fundamentals winning out over expensive valuations. 

• The key supports for risk assets remain intact; accelerating economic growth and corporate earnings but muted inflation.
However, a lot of this good news is already discounted in share prices, especially after the strong returns at the end of the year. 

• Government Bonds are moving sideways; deflation fears have eased but we are not entering a sustained cycle of robust
economic growth. 

• The significant tightening in spreads over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High
Yield credit.

• Commercial Property remains resilient but is a yield rather than a capital growth story at this mature stage of the cycle. 

• Valuations across all asset classes remain high which is likely to suppress portfolio returns in the coming years.

• The euro was the strongest major global currency last year and the US dollar the weakest. Sterling appears to have
bottomed. Gold is marking time around US$1300/oz. whilst Oil has rebounded to a two year high of US$66/bl.
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Macro…eternally mid-cycle 
Full steam ahead. The global economy continues in good shape and

has acquired a fresh impetus in the last few months, growing steadily

in pretty much all geographies bar the UK. Global GDP growth is likely

to have been around 3.2% in 2017 with forecasts for this year being

upgraded to around 3.3% which would make 2018 the strongest year

for growth since 2011. Inflationary expectations are still behaving

themselves with wage rises muted, at least for now. Despite the

global economic cycle being nine years old it seems to be stuck in an

equity friendly eternally mid-cycle phase. The outlook for the UK is

less cheery with lower growth and higher inflation as the Brexit cloud

continues to hover, grey and threatening in its uncertainty. 

Central Banks remain supportive as they begin the challenging

change of course from quantitative easing (QE) to quantitative

tightening (QT). The pace of tightening is going to be slow and

tentative encompassing Central Bank ‘balance sheet reductions’

rather than actual interest rate rises, except in the US where the

Federal Reserve is likely to raise rates maybe two more times this

year on its way to a terminal rate of maybe 2.5% in 2019. A fly in the

ointment could be a pick-up in US wage growth, which would

increase inflationary expectations leading to an acceleration in the

Fed’s tightening cycle and would be to the displeasure of Bond

markets. Stronger than expected growth and inflation could also

prompt the ECB to end QE as early as September 2018, paving the

way for rate rises in 2019 but Draghi has proved to be the craftiest

of operators and will not commit to any tightening until he is

convinced the economy is in very good shape. The UK is likely to

wait until after Brexit in 2019 before lifting rates further, while the BoJ

is likely to maintain its current policy of yield targeting and QE.

Alongside the change in Central Bank narrative there will also be a

change in the cast with new brooms in charge at the US Fed, ECB,

the BoJ, and the PBC. In the most crucial appointment we already

know that Jerome Powell is going to replace Janet Yellen at the Fed,

though this has very much a ‘business as usual’ feel to it with little

change in policy likely.

Thank you as always to Schroders for their latest batch of consensus

economic forecasts which compared with last quarter shows a small

increase in both global growth and inflationary expectations:

2017 GDP 2018 GDP 2017 CPI 2018 CPI

World 3.2 3.3 2.2 2.3

US 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.1

Eurozone 2.2 1.9 1.5 1.3

UK 1.6 1.4 2.7 2.6

Japan 1.6 1.3 0.4 0.7

Emerging Markets 5.0 4.9 3.2 3.3

China 6.8 6.4 1.6 2.1

Markets…is trend still your friend?
Global equity markets were strong last year, especially in the last

quarter, reaching record highs and benefitting from a golden

combination of better than expected growth and corporate profits but

weaker than expected inflation. For the first time in several years share

prices were driven by earnings growth rather than just multiple

expansion, a healthier dynamic as this meant that valuations were little

changed despite the strong rise in indices. The UK had been a laggard

until a ‘Santa Rally’ closed the gap somewhat with a 5% gain in the

last few weeks of the year. Brexit was a strong headwind whilst market

composition didn’t help either with the UK heavy in defensive steady-

eddies but light on high growth stocks, notably in Technology, which

drove global markets last year. Equity markets had the smoothest of

rides in 2017 with volatility at an all-time low. The S&P500 has now

gone nearly 18 months since a 5% correction and 2 years without a

10% correction. Given that most years see a double digit percentage

fall at some point during the calendar 12 months this is an unusual

period of calm and something of a concern for us as nothing goes up

for ever. The question is whether any future fall is simply a ‘correction’

in the bull market or marks the beginning of a bear market. Our sense

is that despite the bull market being nine years old there are few signs

of the excessive growth, excessive leverage or excessive valuations

that signal the onset of a savage downturn. Central Banks continue to

remain market friendly and reluctant to tighten policy in a meaningful

way. Pretty much everything has gone right for equity markets over the

last two years and you never quite know where the banana skins are

hiding but the major risks we see are:

• Central Bank policy error; unwinding the biggest monetary policy

experiment in history at a late stage in the economic cycle is a

tough gig.

• Acceleration in global growth triggering higher inflation and interest

rates.

• Weaker than expected growth leading to earnings disappointment. 

FANGs and BATs…
Whilst the equity markets were kind to us in 2017 one worrying

feature was the poor breadth with returns increasingly dominated by

a narrow concentration of stocks, typically seen as a late cycle

indicator. The trends driving markets last year were growth and

momentum, with growth being ‘go-go growth’ rather than the ‘stable

growth bond proxies’ which had been the market darlings of previous

years. The big winner was the Technology sector which returned a

whopping 40% with the major stocks gaining the acclaim/notoriety of

being given their own acronyms, the FAANGs in the US (Facebook,
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Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google) and the BATs in Asia (Baidu,

Tencent, Alibaba). These stocks provide a classic dilemma for

investors; you either love them for their high growth rates or avoid

them because of their high valuations. We are not talking late 90s

dot.com bubble here; these are high quality companies with dominant

market positions and are delivering rather than just promising

earnings growth. Bar Amazon, valuations are expensive but not

ridiculous. Nevertheless, history shows that such a level of extreme

outperformance by one particular group of stocks is unusual and

typically doesn’t last. Whether it is a rise in bond yields that causes

the market to re-assess their high multiples or else revenue and

earnings disappointments that call into question the fundamentals, it

is unlikely that the road will prove quite as smooth as last year.   

The Bogeyman cometh  
In the desolate depths of a perilous place, the bogeyman lurks,
with a snarl on his face.

In that sulphurous, sunless and sinister place, he'll crumple your
bones in his bogey embrace.

Clients are increasingly quizzing us as to the best investment strategy

should Jezza be given the keys to No.10. This is a horrible (though

justified!) question because it leads to a binary answer, not a corner

we enjoy being backed into. A Marxist economic policy would surely

be very bad news for corporate Britain and a Corbyn Government

could result in big falls in the UK Equity and Bond markets and in

sterling. Bang in the firing line would be nationalisation targets like

Royal Mail, the Transport sector, Utilities, Defence companies and the

Banks. Raising the minimum wage to £10 would be bad for a host of

companies whilst M&A activity would likely see strong headwinds.

The winners, or ‘less losers’, would likely be the mega cap

multinationals whose businesses are global rather than domestic UK

and whose earnings are predominantly in overseas currencies and

would benefit from translation back into sterling, as we saw post the

Brexit vote when the pound plummeted by 15%. 

The ‘textbook’ strategy would thus be to hold a lot of cash and

overseas assets in advance of a likely Labour Government and to hold

your UK equity exposure in large cap multinationals. There are two

problems with this. Firstly it would put you in the wrong assets if Labour

were not then  victorious. Secondly, one of the great lessons of 2016

was that the market sometimes pays no attention to the textbook and

does the opposite of what investors expect. As to whether this comes

to pass then your view is just as informed as mine, but I’m paid to

pontificate and I reckon Theresa May will be around to see us through

Brexit. She appears barely in control of her party but surely even the

Tories won’t willingly bring about a General Election which will usher

Corbyn into No.10. In fact, the stronger Corbyn becomes the less likely

he is to get into No.10 before a fixed term election date because the

less likely the Tories are to self-destruct. Party donors and company

bosses have jumped ship from the Tories before (1997) but the spectre

of Corbyn is likely to keep them, however unhappily, onside. 

Digital Gold
I don’t know much about Bitcoin but it is an asset that increased by up

to 20 times at one point last year and with so much ink being spilt I feel

duty bound to enter the fray. My views are those of an old codger who

‘just doesn’t get it’ as they used to say in the late 90s when anyone

used the words ‘dot.com’ and ‘bubble’ in the same sentence (an intro

which rather gives away my conclusion!)

As with all bubbles the underlying story is valid; tulip bulbs produce

pretty flowers and the internet has transformed our lives. Similarly, the

blockchain (the cloud based ledger that records the ownership and

transactions of digital assets) could radically change how commerce is

conducted in that it enables individuals to transact with each other

without the need for any middlemen like old school Banks or millennial

intermediators like Uber and Airbnb. Digital money in a digital world,

yep, that makes sense. However, the cleverness of the underlying

technology doesn’t mean that Bitcoin will consequently become a

widely adopted and credible currency. Bitcoin has seen stratospheric

gains because of its scarcity value as only 21 million Bitcoins will ever

be produced. Hence it is being treated by investors, speculators and,

dare I say it, the less law abiding as a store of value rather than as a

digital currency and in this respect is not dissimilar to Gold. Bitcoin has

no intrinsic value to support its price and it has become a vehicle purely

for momentum-based speculation. With plenty of alternative crypto

currencies springing up and threatening to negate the scarcity that is

Bitcoin’s chief virtue, then buyer beware!

Scores on the Doors

IA Sector Average 2017 (%)

UK All Companies 14.0

UK Equity Income 11.3

Europe ex UK 17.3

North America 10.5

Japan 17.9

Asia Pacific ex Japan 25.3

Global Emerging Markets 24.4

UK Gilts 1.7

UK Index-Linked Gilts 2.2

Sterling Corporate Bonds 5.1

Sterling Strategic Bond 5.3

Figures from Financial Express Analytics



Conclusion….Ring in the new
Aficionados of Alfred Lord Tennyson will know that the last line of

the ‘Ring out the old, Ring in the new’ stanza is ‘Ring out the false,

Ring in the true’. Markets bears will interpret ‘the true’ to be their

own beliefs, excessive valuations and the imminent end of the

economic cycle, but in line with our ‘no divas here’ policy we strive

to be somewhat less melodramatic. Trying to predict market

returns over as short a period as a year is a mugs game but dusting

off the crystal ball our best guesstimates for 2018 are:

• The conditions which signal the onset of an equity bear market

are not in place. A lot of good news is already priced into equities

however and there is little room for disappointment should

earnings momentum not be sustained. Tougher sledging ahead,

especially as very strong markets in December have ‘borrowed’

some of 2018’s returns. 

• More volatility

• Global Bond yields should continue to mark time around current

levels but we suspect will end the year a touch higher, implying a

small capital loss. 

• More volatility

• Currencies to trade in a tight range but sterling to strengthen over

the year

• More volatility 

• These predictions are very plausible and boringly consensual,

therefore almost certain to be wrong, apart from the one about

more volatility. 

• Return to points 2, 4 and 6

The thrust of our prediction is that asset prices may be little

changed for the year as a whole, though the ride will be far bumpier

with at least one fall of more than 10% in equity markets. We have

a more generalised concern that the structural factors which led to

the 2008 credit crunch and its deflationary aftermath have not gone

away; high global debt to GDP, demographics, technological

disruption, and wealth inequality. These factors imply that the long

term trend for global growth has likely been reduced from its multi-

decade 3% GDP growth per annum to closer to 2%. Coupled with

expensive valuations, this lower growth trend leads us to believe

that long term returns over the next few years will be muted and

below the long-term average for Equities and Bonds. 
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asset prices may be little changed for the year as a whole,
though the ride will be far bumpier

Equity markets were strong last year with Asia and the EMs leading

the charge. Currency played a part in fund returns, enhancing those

from European funds (euro strengthened by 4% against sterling) but

diminishing those from US funds (dollar fell by 8% against sterling).

Style wise growth continued to outperform value with some large

sector and stock dispersion, Energy weak but Technology super

strong. Equity Income funds lagged All Company funds. Fixed

Income investors had a quieter year with Government Bond yields

barely changed all year. Investment Grade and High Yield Bond

funds produced better returns due to the pick-up in yield but also

because credit spreads tightened to a level we see as somewhat of

a floor. Absolute Return and conservative multi-asset funds had a

steady if somewhat dull year producing returns of around 3%. Given

we see these fund as Fixed Income proxies then they are pretty

much doing their job though we feel that given the opportunities in

markets last year then maybe they should have given us a little more.

The ‘bricks and mortar’ Commercial Property funds returned over

6%, a pretty good outcome from these steady plodders.  
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Summary: The UK equity market is deeply out of favour with Brexit creating political instability and economic
uncertainty. Sticky inflation and downgrades to economic growth are further headwinds. However, these negatives are
discounted to an extent by a valuation that is not expensive by global standards offering upside potential should news
flow improve. 

• The UK economy is currently growing at its slowest rate since

2009 at a time when most other economies are revising their

growth rates upwards. Despite earlier predictions of 2% growth in

2017 the Office for Budgetary Responsibility is now saying growth

will have been as low as 1.5% and predicting the same or lower

through to 2021. 

• With the savings ratio close to record lows and wage growth less

than inflation life is going to get tougher for the average household.

Businesses are nervous of committing to large investment plans

whilst the fragility of the Government is sapping confidence in both

the real world and in financial markets. Further austerity is now

politically unpalatable but the poor outlook for growth precludes

too much in the way of ‘give aways’ and fiscal stimulus. Brexit

casts the longest of shadows and Philip Hammond is loath to

commit to a longer term strategy until there is more clarity on the

outlook for the UK post March 2019. 

• Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation increased to 3.1% y/y in

November reaching its highest level since March 2012. Scarred by

the experience of the 1970s inflation has long been the market’s

bogeyman but ever since the Bank of England took over

operational independence of the money supply in 1997 the annual

rate of CPI has been only 2%. As an open economy with a volatile

currency the UK is prone to bouts of inflation and the 15% fall in

sterling post the Brexit referendum has been the lead piping in the

library this time round. However, sterling appears to have

bottomed so import prices should not continue to rise sharply.

Inflation is now at a peak and is likely to move back towards 2%

as the year progresses. 

• After all the talk, speculation and forward (mis)guidance the UK

base rate was raised in November for the first time since July

2007. Any thoughts that this was the start of a tightening cycle

were quickly dispelled with Carney still cautious about economic

growth pre and post Brexit and guiding that only two more rises

were expected in the next two years. In truth the Bank of England

has simply reversed the emergency (and premature) 25bps cut it

made immediately post the Brexit vote last summer in anticipation

of economic weakness that ultimately never materialised. 

• Nobody loves us but we don’t care’ has long been the defiant

chant of Millwall fans and could now be applied to UK equities in

the politically unstable, economically uncertain pre-Brexit world.

The UK is the biggest underweight in global portfolios according to

data from Columbia Threadneedle Investments. However,

forecasters don’t have a great track record and just look at Europe,

currently everybody’s darling but a couple of years ago seen as a

complete basket case. Never underestimate the power of mean

reversion and if significant progress is made in the Brexit

negotiations then the pound could rally and business and

consumer confidence improve, creating a very different narrative

for the shape and direction of the stock market. We have got a

whiff of this already with the FTSE posting a 5% gain in the last few

weeks of the year. 

• The UK stock market is not cheap at 14.5x forward earnings but

nor is it excessively expensive. It is supported by a dividend yield

of around 3.5% and given the current strength in earnings the

market looks in reasonable shape. 

United KingdomSpecific Market Reviews:

if significant progress is made in the Brexit negotiations

then the pound could rally and business and

consumer confidence improve



Summary: The economic outlook remains set fair and corporate earnings growth is in double figures.
Nevertheless, the valuation continues to look stretched so companies need to deliver on earnings forecast whilst
the market will keep a wary eye on the pace of Fed tightening.
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the market is now rewarding upside surprises less than

before but being harsher in punishing earnings misses

United States
• The economy is in good shape with business and consumer

confidence high and unemployment at its lowest level for more

than a decade. Q3 GDP data showed that the economy grew at a

3.3% annualised pace which was above expectations and the

strongest quarter of growth since 2014. 

• The much touted US tax reform is, somewhat unexpectedly, now

on the statute book. The key elements of the package are a huge

cut in corporation tax from 35% to 21%, a discounted tax rate on

overseas profits to encourage firms to bring their overseas cash

piles home and a simplification of the tax code for individuals,

which will likely benefit of the richest 1% of the population. These

reforms are bullish for the economy though arguably at the wrong

point of the economic cycle as the extra stimulus could force up

inflation and interest rates and so be counter-productive. The

potential benefits of the tax reform to corporate profits are already

largely discounted in share prices. 

• Q3 corporate earnings growth was around 6.5%, the lowest

growth rate for several quarters but heavily hit by hurricane losses

in the Insurance sector, the exclusion of which would see a healthy

growth rate of nearer to 8%. Q4 earnings are likely to have been

strong with growth in 2017 as a whole in the region of 10%

following on from three years of static earnings.  Future prospects

look rosy too with analysts forecasting earnings growth of 11% in

2018 on revenue growth of 5.5%. All very nice, but the market is

now rewarding upside surprises less than before but being harsher

in punishing earnings misses, a sign that much of the good news

on the earnings story is already well discounted in share prices.

• Trump has named Jerome Powell as his nominee to replace Janet

Yellen as head of the Federal Reserve when her term ends in

February. Powell is a Republican former lawyer and big cheese

private equity player but has served as a member of the Central

Bank since 2012 and is widely regarded as a source of continuity.

Historically Powell has sided with the more dovish members of the

committee (including Yellen) and is keen to ensure that policy

adjustment remains slow, gradual and data dependent.

• US monetary policy is thus likely to remain unchanged with the

very slow unwinding of QE. The Fed will not sell any assets but

instead will not reinvest the proceeds of maturing bonds and

mortgage backed securities. This is being labelled ‘QT’ or

quantitative tightening. Interest rate rises will continue on a slow

and gradual path with maybe two further 25bps rises this year after

three such rises in 2017.

• Valuations continue to look stretched with the S&P500 trading on

a forward P/E of over 18x, not as horrifically expensive as some

market commentators make out given that Bond yields are so low

but still well above long term averages. With no expectation of

further multiple expansion, earnings projections leave little room for

disappointment and need to be delivered to keep the market on an

upward trajectory.



Europe
• Europe is booming, which is not a sentence many us thought we

would be reading. GDP rose by 0.6% in the third quarter last year,

an annual rate of 2.5%, the best for six years and significantly

better than dear old blighty which is heading in the opposite

direction, much to the amusement of the Brussels crowd.

Schadenfreude is I believe the word. Just about all economic

surveys and data are surpassing forecasts, how times have

changed!

• Monetary policy remains loose with little sign of any inflation thus

far. Draghi will eventually dial back the level of stimulus with some

winding down or ‘tapering’ of QE (i.e. buying less Bonds per

month with printed money) but this will depend on whether the

stronger than expected growth continues and eventually feeds

through into inflation. Draghi has proved to be the craftiest of

operators and will not commit to any tightening until he is

convinced the economy is in sustainably good shape. 

• We all got very complacent in the summer that the populist revolt

in Europe was over following Macron’s victory in the French

election. Think again. Merkel struggled in the German elections

leaving the country in political limbo with the likelihood that Merkel

will struggle on reunited in a coalition with her old SDP partners.

The success of the far right AfD party in Germany and sharp shift

to the right in Austria under the new chancellor Sebastian Kurz

showed that nationalism remains in full cry in Europe. At a time

when Poland, Slovakia and Hungary are forming a united front

against Brussels and the Catalonia issue a threat to a united Spain

then suddenly Brexit is no longer top of the Eurocrats worry list.  

• Corporate earnings growth was in double digits last year and

forecast are for the same in 2018. The Eurozone recovery lags

several years behind that of the US; revenues are growing and

margins improving from depressed levels driving a strong

corporate recovery which should underpin share prices. Overseas

investors shunned Europe as a political basket case after 2011 but

have started to return which suggests that if earnings growth

remains healthy, political risks subdued, and presuming the ECB

continues to play a canny hand then the outlook for European

equities remains set fair. 
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Just about all economic surveys and data are surpassing

forecasts, how times have changed

Summary: Europe remains the great recovery story. The economic news gets ever better, political clouds have cleared to
an extent and the ECB remains supportive. Earnings growth should be strong whilst valuations are not yet overly
stretched. 
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Summary: The EM and Asian equity markets continue to produce strong returns propelled by improving global growth
and double digit earnings forecasts. Japan is seeing an unexpectedly firm economic and earnings bounce. These
markets remain best suited to higher risk/reward investors with a long term time horizon and acceptance of a high level
of volatility.  

Emerging Markets, Asia and Japan
• Asian and EM markets were very strong last year and whilst firming

global growth and a weaker dollar have been supportive for

economies and markets en bloc the big driver of market returns

has been technology. Tech now comprises 27% of the MSCI EM

Index and there have been some huge gains not only in the market

darlings such as Alibaba and Tencent but also in more old school

names like Samsung. This marks a significant change in the

composition of the EM markets and alters the perception of them

as being dominated by volatile commodity producers. The

correlation between EMs and industrial metals prices has fallen

from 0.8% in 2012 to 0.2% last year. 

• Abe’s election victory in Japan a couple of months ago was

another brick in the bull case for Japan; markets are increasingly

drawn to strong leaders with big mandates with the UK an

example of where instability is a hindrance. Also striking is the

persistence of Japan’s economic recovery, GDP has grown for

seven quarters in a row, its longest spell of uninterrupted growth

for 16 years and unemployment is below 3%. We are not talking a

sea-change here, companies and households remain cautious

and loath to invest and borrow but Abe is slowing nudging a

change in culture. Japan is an under-owned market by global

investors with attractive valuations at 14x forward earnings, strong

corporate earnings, a broad economic recovery, supportive fiscal

and monetary policy, companies doing the right thing by

shareholders by increasing dividends and buybacks and now there

is political stability as well. There aren’t many markets with such a

powerful combination of factors working in their favour.

• The Nikkei 225 climbed above the 21,000 ‘coffin lid’ level in 2017

for the first time since, wait for it, 1996 so the index is now at a 21

year high, though still a mere 17,000 behind the all-time high of

38,915 in December 1989. 

• The focus on EM markets invariably concentrates on China (as in

my end piece!) but the rate of change in India is compelling. In just

three years Prime Minister Modi has simplified the tax system,

cleaned up the paper currency, part-refinanced state banks and

expanded the role of electronic payments. He has invested in

sanitation, electrification, and the gas and road networks and now

seems likely to be re-elected with a stronger mandate. According

to the UN, the population of India is currently 1.3 billion people and

will grow to 1.65 billion by 2100. The population of China is

currently slightly larger than that of India, but by 2100 it will have

declined to around one billion due to a falling fertility rate. Not

necessarily the time for India to take over the ‘driver of global

growth’ baton from China but maybe time for a better showing in

the race. 

• The EMs are currently in a sweet spot; global growth is

accelerating, the US dollar is weak and global monetary policy

remains loose despite the QT talk, all of which tend to promote

liquidity flows into riskier asset classes. The emerging world is in an

earlier part of the economic cycle than the developed world as

several economies recover from a few years of turbulence, notably

Russia and Brazil. China continues to manage its growth rate to

avoid a hard landing and there is increasing evidence across

emerging economies of solid consumption growth. After several

years of flat or declining earnings corporate profit growth is now

spectacular with an increase of around 20% last year and double

digits forecast for 2018. 

The emerging world is in an earlier part of the 

economic cycle than the developed world
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Fixed Interest
• Government Bond yields traded in the tightest of ranges last year,

ending the year at pretty much the level they started. Investment

Grade and High Yield Bond funds produced better returns due to

the pick-up in yield and because credit spreads tightened further

to a level we see as being close to a floor.

• There was much head scratching about the flattening of the US

yield curve last year with 6 month yields rising to 1.5% and 2 year

to 1.9% as the Fed has raised interest rates but 10 year marking

time at 2.4%. This is typically seen as a harbinger of lower inflation

and economic slowdown, though this flies in the face of the actual

data which shows a strengthening economy. Maybe investors

think that even very gradual Fed tightening will slam the brakes on

economic growth which isn’t quite as robust as current data and

surveys suggest. 

• A feature of financial markets has been the eye opening returns

made in High Yield Bonds as yields have plummeted over the last

few years as part of the all-consuming hunt for income by global

investors. The collapse in Government Bond yields after the 2008

financial crisis, the abundance of liquidity, the long and shallow

economic growth cycle and the absence of inflation has led to a

Golden Age for investors in corporate credit and High Yield as

spreads have tightened significantly to a level from which we would

not expect much, if indeed any, further compression. Global High

Yields spreads have halved in the last couple of years from 7% to

3.5% for what used to be called Junk Bonds before their

euphemistic renaming. 

• Investment Grade Corporate Bonds do not have the same

fundamental concerns as High Yield as the credit is of a much

higher quality but here too spreads are very tight at around 100bps

for Global IG credit. Our concern in the both the IG Credit and High

Yield market is for a ‘triple whammy’ of rising Bond yields,

expanding spreads and lack of liquidity which could be very

painful. Even if our concerns are too pessimistic the low underlying

yields and tightness of the spreads reduces the potential for

upside in the asset class to pretty slim pickings.  

• In the UK it is hard to find a scenario that will not harm Gilt prices.

A messy Brexit could result in a Corbyn-led Labour government,

the scariest of all scenarios which could lead to global investors

losing confidence in the UK’s ability to finance itself, thereby

pushing gilt yields materially higher. A more likely scenario is a

Brexit solution of sorts, even if it involves a period of transition. This

would remove some economic uncertainty and potentially enable

the UK to catch up with the global recovery, in which case rates

and yields would again push higher. 

Summary: We expect Government Bond yields to continue trading in a tight range in 2018, though the long term
direction of travel is upwards as global economic momentum improves and Central Banks take small and
tentative steps away from their super-loose monetary policies. The significant tightening in spreads over the last
18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High Yield credit.

There was much head scratching about the 

flattening of the US yield curve last year
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Commodities
• I always end my paragraph on the black stuff by saying ‘we

expect oil to trade in the range of US$40-US$60/bl with the swing

factor being the US shale producers; any breakout from the range

is more likely to be on the downside not the upside’. Of course

what I meant to say was ‘any breakout will be more likely be on

the upside with the swing factor being a significant increase in the

tensions between Saudi and Iran’ 

• The oil price moved through the $60/bl barrier in October, the first

time for over two years and double the price from spring 2016,

following a display of muscle flexing by Saudi Prince Mohammed

bin Salman with arrests and mass sackings amongst the Saudi

elite in an anti-corruption crackdown. Strengthening global growth

is underpinning demand and OPEC are continuing to assert a

better than expected level of compliance with their production

cuts which is all very supportive, but it is Saudi politics and Middle

East tensions which have given the biggest boost to prices. Brent

finished the year at a whopping $66/bl but I’ll stick to my guns

though and expect little upside from here. With drilling costs

continuing to fall and the oil price rising the US shale boys will

keep on pumping and this extra supply will keep a lid on prices.  

• UK Commercial Property returns exceeded

expectations last year with the IPD UK All

Property Index returning 8.6% to end

November with this return incorporating

around 5% of income. The strongest sector

has been Industrials and the weakest Retail.

Historically, the investment case for Industrials

was based on a high yield, with little to no

rental growth expected. However, the popularity of e-commerce

has led to an increase in demand for well-located fulfilment centres

and smaller distribution units. Returns for the Office market have

been divergent, weak in Central London but strong in the regional

markets. Rents too saw an uptick last year with the same trend of

strength in Industrials but only a marginal increase in the Retail

sector.  

• Transaction volume remains strong, above the 15 year average,

and increasingly driven by overseas investors who now represent

around a half of total investment with the Far East to the fore. The

near 20% fall in sterling post the Brexit referendum in 2016 is the

big driver of this demand. Local authorities, though not necessarily

that large a player in the market in percentage terms, have

significantly increased their allocation to the asset class with more

invested in 2016 than the cumulative total of the last 15 years

according to the property boffins at M&G. 

• Commercial Property feels late cycle but fundamentals remain

supportive. Compared with the aftermath of 2008, oversupply in

the market is less evident, tenant demand appears stronger, equity

rather than debt financing has played a more important role in

property purchases over the past few years and the Banking

sector is in a far healthier shape. Certain areas of the market are

seeing strong demand, ‘last mile’ small distribution warehouses

close to towns as online shoppers demand ever tighter delivery

windows being one example. Those of you who started your

Christmas shopping on December 20th will be grateful for this

trend!

• Valuations remain supportive. Bond yields continue to be anchored

at low levels and the near 4% yield difference between UK Gilts

and UK Commercial Property is still around 2% ahead of the long

term average leaving plenty of headroom before property comes

under pressure on valuation terms. 

• Rental growth is forecast to be minimal but at least positive over

the next 3 years driven by Industrials in particular and Regional

Offices but dragged down by the Retail sector and the one black

spot in the asset class which is the Central London Office space. 

• Over the next 5 years M&G forecast returns from the sector (as

measured by the IPD index) to be in the region of 5.5% per annum

but with returns of only around 4% this year and next (i.e. a small

capital loss offset by the rental income return of around 5%) but

accelerating to growth of nearly 7% by 2021. 

Commercial Property

Summary: Returns exceeded expectations last year but the commercial property cycle has become increasingly mature
and returns will likely be lower going forward, driven almost entirely by rental income rather than capital growth. The
asset class continues to be resilient and we expect annualised total returns of around 5% for the next few years.
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Currencies
• The big lesson in the FX markets last year was just how difficult it

is to call currency movements. Perceived wisdom in January had

overwhelmingly been strong dollar/weak euro and sterling.

Momentum plays a big part in these forecasts with the dollar

beginning 2017 at a 14 year high, the epitome of the over-owned,

over-loved ‘crowded trade’ with all the good news in the price.

Conversely everyone hated basket case Europe and avoided

Brexit cursed sterling. All it needed was a bit of contrarian news,

better than expected growth and politics in Europe, Trump worries

in the US and hey presto, suddenly a strong trend in one direction

is reversed to be replaced by a strong trend the other way.  

• Thus, the euro turned out to be the strongest of the major

currencies last year supported by the improvement in the political

backdrop following Macron’s victory in France and significantly

stronger than expected Eurozone growth as the year progressed.

The euro appreciated by 4% against sterling and 12% against the

droopy dollar. 

• The opposite side of the coin was the weakness of the US dollar,

weighed down by Trump’s chaotic tenure in Washington, softer

inflation and a perceived more dovish stance from the Fed. The

dollar has lost the ‘global growth leader’ premium it has held since

2009 now that the global growth recovery has become

synchronised with better than expected strength in Europe and

Japan. Fundamentals are still relatively supportive for the dollar,

economic growth is OK and interest rate differentials are still in

place, so any further weakness should not be pronounced.

However, trends can be long lasting in the FX markets and it is

difficult to see why the current softness in the greenback should

be sharply reversed anytime soon. 

• A game of two halves for sterling, leaking goals early doors but

managing to park the bus mid-year before sneaking a late winner

in stoppage time. For those of you who haven’t a clue what I’m

on about (probably most of you, apologies!) sterling weakened in

the first quarter despite looking increasingly cheap on a

purchasing power parity basis. However, with a ‘hard Brexit’

pretty much priced in, any ‘not obviously bad’ news was seen as

a positive so the slight improvement in the tone and progress of

the Brexit negotiations gave sterling a boost towards the end of

last year. For 2017 as a whole, sterling weakened 4% against the

resurgent euro but appreciated 5% against the yen and 8%

against the dollar. 

Summary: Stronger growth and improving politics have boosted the euro whilst muted US inflationary
expectations, a dovish Fed and distrust of Trump have had the opposite effect on the greenback. Sterling rallied
in the second half of the year and appears to have bottomed against the major currencies. 

Summary: The oil price strode through the US$60/bl level but we still see this as top of the range. Gold looks set to mark
time around current levels whilst mining shares need continuing evidence of robust economic growth to make further
significant gains.  

• Gold peaked at around US$1350/oz. last year as the Trump/North

Korea tensions reached a highpoint but has since settled back

around US$1300/oz. Gold does well in an environment of a weak

dollar and falling real interest rates so the reversal of the dollars

previously unstoppable rise has been a tailwind. The pace of Fed

tightening will be the key to the performance of Gold this year. The

yellow metal has always struggled to attract some investors

because it pays no income, so rising interest rates and Bond

yields will be a negative, whilst a slower than expected pace of

tightening and flat/falling yields should be a positive. If the Fed

follows its well signposted script then we would expect Gold to

continue in its tight range either side of US$1300/oz. 

• Base metal commodities were strong in the second half of the

year, notably copper, as the sustainability of the synchronised

global recovery was increasingly validated by GDP and

manufacturing data. As always, Chinese growth was a key driver.

This shaped the share prices of mining companies which

struggled until the summer but posted strong gains thereafter,

especially in the last couple of months. Going forward, this simple

relationship will likely continue with mining companies needing

evidence of a robust economic and earnings outlook to make

further significant gains. 



The second half of the 20th century marked the triumph of liberal

democracy over totalitarianism in the aftermath of the Second World

War. Increasingly though, things are starting to look a bit different.

Putin has always been every bit as totalitarian as Stalin and Brezhnev

but changes have taken place in the leadership of China and,

unexpectedly, in Saudi Arabia which have further altered the global

political balance. Trump is an elected President still subject to the rule

of law and the ballot box but he is the most autocratic of US

Presidents with policies that are contributing to this dangerous new

world. A major change in US foreign policy is a gradual withdrawal

from its post 1945 role as ‘global policeman’, in keeping with Trump’s

‘America First’ policy that a strong country should look after itself, not

help others. Trump sees Putin as a regional (i.e. European) threat

rather than a global one so doesn’t see why US dollars should be

spent defending non-US interests. The US is increasingly turning its

focus to China and Asia because that is where its future

opportunities lie. Trump is spurning two centuries of American

principle by no longer standing up for the universal values of

democracy and human rights. He appears to admire dictators and

strong arm tactics which dismays his liberal allies and emboldens the

bully boys. With America looking inwards and its global influence

waning China is filling the void by building new trade ties and

increasing its global influence and prestige. Europe is left having to

work out how to defend itself with much less help from the US whilst

simultaneously seeking to maintain the unity of the EU in the face of

increasing nationalist and populist sentiment. 

Saudi Arabia 
A plank of US foreign policy for decades has been to support Saudi

Arabia because it has been in effect a US petrol station, but with

increasing US self-sufficiency in energy this is no longer an

imperative. I don’t normally write about the Middle East because its

politics are so intractable and because it hasn’t impacted significantly

on financial markets since the 1970s oil crisis. In this tinder box

region one constant has been Saudi Arabia but now the Kingdom is

seeing tumultuous change following a spectacular display of muscle

flexing by Prince Mohammed bin Salman with arrests and mass

sackings amongst the Saudi political and business elite in an anti-

corruption crackdown. MBS styles himself as the champion of the

young insisting that the country needs radical change to deal with

the end of the oil boom, an indolent and non-productive population,

conservative and consensual rule across a sprawling royal family, a

wasteful and inefficient business sector based on cronyism and

privilege, and a puritanical Wahhabi religious ideology which has

fermented jihadism. Oil generates around 90% of the nation’s

revenues and the economy is in recession with unemployment at

12% but much higher amongst the young in a country where the

average age is under 30. The IMF reckons that the Saudis need an

oil price of around $77/bl to balance the budget. A youthful

population is a blessing when it comes to potential growth but a

threat to social stability in a repressive society with a poorly
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structured economy offering little opportunity. MBS’s aim is a more

modern economy weaned off oil, to attract foreign investment, to

boost health, education and tourism, and to promote a more

moderate form of Islam with an easing of religious and social

strictures. He is even promising to end the ban on women drivers,

something we are also considering in Haywards Heath. 

Opinion is divided as to whether MBS’s ascendancy to sole despot

is a good or bad thing. Supporters say it is like glasnost, opening the

economy to the modern world. Detractors say he is like Putin,

locking up his opponents and seizing their assets. Whatever your

view, the world can ill afford instability in what is the world’s biggest

oil exporter, the largest Arab economy and the home of Islam’s two

holiest sites. Whilst the financial markets worry about the oil price,

the bigger picture is the increasing tension bubbling since 1979

between Sunni Saudi and Shia Iran, whose goal the Saudis fear is to

export its Islamic revolution to Riyadh. MBS is already proving to be

hot headed in his foreign policy (Lebanon, Qatar and Yemen) and

with a volatile Donald Trump further stirring the pot the threat of a

catastrophic Iran – Saudi conflict is suddenly much closer.

China 
Following the 19th Party Congress in October Xi Jinping has become

the most powerful Chinese leader since Mao Zedung, stacking the

leadership with close allies and appointing no obvious successors.

Mao’s China was chaotic and poor; Xi’s is a dominant engine of world

growth.  Trump’s isolationist stance and floundering performance on

the global stage will allow Xi to flex China’s muscles to fill the vacuum

and promote China’s increasing global influence. China has the

world’s biggest stockpile of foreign currency and there are hundreds

of billions of dollars of China’s money to be invested abroad buying

companies and financing vast infrastructure projects. His message is

clear, ‘China is here to help, and I’m not a trouble maker like Putin’

and China’s participation in global politics and institutions will become

increasingly proactive. Internally the message is less enlightened; Xi is

haunted by the fate of the Soviet Union and mistrusts China’s fast

growing new middle class. His internal policies are likely to become

increasingly repressive and to keep the economy firmly under central

command whilst the on-going clampdown on corruption will become

ever fiercer. The Chinese aren’t interested in Western style

democracy, it is not in their tradition, but they would probably like

some of its benefits, rights and freedoms. 

Xi did little at the Congress to put China on a more sustainable long

term growth path and stressed the need to ‘make state firms strong

and big’ so there is little expectation of any privatisations or increases

in competition. Xi is not a reformer in the mould of Deng so it is

‘business as usual’. The likelihood is the creation of a group of huge

Chinese companies supported by the state and with bottomless

pockets to enter new markets overseas with a raft of cross-border

M&A. China is not an ideological country, its Communists are not

interested in the furtherance of Marxism but have had a long term

plan stretching back to the 1980s to become an economic and

geopolitical powerhouse.

The big concern for overseas investors is the huge and growing

Chinese debt mountain which is currently around 260% of GDP, the

majority of which is non-financial corporate debt. The Chinese

authorities are well aware of the problem. Much of the debt has been

issued by State Owned Banks to State Owned Enterprises and with

this lack of foreign owned capital in the system the hope is that the

debt can be ‘managed out’ thereby avoiding late 90s Asia or

Lehman territory. There is though a risk of debt levels choking

economic growth in the coming years and so if not blowing up the

economy then maybe slowing it down. China’s growth figures have

been widely distrusted for years, always coming in bang on target

and incrementally slowing in a linear pattern. The Chinese authorities

have proved adept at stimulating/slowing the economy when they so

wish and were a blessing to the global economy post 2008. We

would expect China’s economy to continue growing strongly, albeit

at a well-controlled slightly slower rate down to 6%. No hard landing

in other words. 

Chinese equities had a blazing run last year propelled by huge moves

in tech giants like Alibaba and Tencent but the issue for investors is not

the relatively small Chinese stock market. China is important to global

investors because it is currently responsible for about 25% of global

growth and is the main driver of the emerging world and commodity

prices. The concerns for investors are will China be able to sustain a

growth rate of around 6% for the next few years, will the authorities still

be able to stimulate/dampen the growth rate as adroitly as before and

can they manage the debt mountain to prevent a credit crisis and hard

landing?  As the answers in the new ‘Xi world’ should be yes, yes and

yes then from a market view Xi’s increasing grip on power should not

be seen as a negative. Quite what effect burgeoning Chinese influence

on the global stage will have in politics, business, the arts, medicine,

and sport is a far more interesting question.

Written by 

Rob Pemberton,

Investment Director 

and James Tuson,

Investment Manager

Xi’s message is clear, 
‘China is here to help, and I’m
not a trouble maker like Putin
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